The availability of hyperon beams raises the possibility of observing new strong-interaction phenomena not previously available to experiment. The presence of a strange baryon in the initial state allows the study of strange-baryon transitions without strangeness exchange. The present discussion considers three types of strangenessconserving hyperon transitions that appear to be of interest: (l) electromagnetic transitions, (2) hadron reactions with exchanges of nonstrange Reggeons (p,~, etc. ) , and (3) diffractive excitation. Electromagnetic transitions can be studied by the Primakoff effect, for which a strong excitation of the -, '' decuplet is expected. However, a Uspin selection rule forbids this excitation for negatively charged hyperons but allows it for neutral and positive baryons. The extent to which Z'+Pb-F* +Pb, +Pb-* +Pb.
The excitation of the positively charged baryonsreaction (la) or (1b) -is allowed by U spin, and the photoproduction process y+P-6' is known to be strong. 
For the even-signature isoscalar exchange (Pomeranchukon and f exchange), the quark model pre-
The corresponding quark-model prediction for even-signature isoscalar exchange for nonstrange baryons disagrees with experiment. In a three-body system, there are two independent orbital angular momenta. In resonance excitation with this simple "spectator" picture, it is convenient to choose these two orbital angular momenta to be (1) the relative orbital angular momentum of the two spectator quarks and (2) the angular momentum of the active quark with respect to the center of mass of the spectator quarks. The states of the spectator quarks and their relative &&I T(q}l» =&&IZbi&& pi q)e'""'I» (7) where A and 
where~A (0)& and~A (v) & are the wave functions of the initial state in its rest frame and in the Jackson frame, respectively, and 0"-"is the Lorentz boost from the rest frame of the initial hadron to the state in which it is moving with velocity v. The boost U"-"acts both on the spatial degrees of freedom and on the Dirac spinor indices.
If the motion of the quarks within the hadron is considered as nonrelativistic, the spatial part of the boost simply shifts the momentum by multiplying the wave function by a plane wave. We neglect the Lorentz contraction of the wave function. Since this boost brings the wave function from rest to the incident velocity while the transition from the initial to final states (2) brings the hadron to rest, the spatial part of the Lorentz boost in Eq.
(3) cancels the plane wave in the transition matrix element (2) if the momentum transfer is appropriately divided between the constituent quarks. If these spatial factors do not exactly cancel the spatial form factor that remains will be neglected at this stage together with such other spatial ef fects as the Lorentz contraction.
Equation (9) is now used to write a simple expression for the transition (8) Letters 408, 152 (1972) 
